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Location

Personnel Committee

Date

Coordinator

Time

Multi purpose room

Scribe

October 25, 2021
8:30 am to 9:15 am
Ryan Odden

Attendees
Title/Role:

Sheldon Monson, Jon Kangas, Kyra Ladd, Jennifer Westrum, Ryan
Odden

Guests
Title/Role:

Cindy Pederson

Agenda Items

#

Time

Item
Review and approval of agenda

1

8:30
Discussion of intergration of
See attached report.
Humans Services and Public Health
Departments

2

8:31

Adjourn Personnel Committee –

3

9:15

Next meeting November 22, 2021
at 8:30 am

Discussion

Action/Target Date

PROJECT:
DATE:

Integration of Wadena County Human Services & Wadena County Public Health
August 2021

Purpose Statement
The Wadena County Board of Commissioners has requested information in order for the group to
make an informed decision about the integration of Wadena County Human Services (WCHS) and
Wadena County Public Health (WCPH). A committee of current staff was assembled to identify the
advantages and disadvantages of the integration of these two departments.

Project Members
Name and Title

Program

Role

Ryan Odden, County Coordinator

County Wide Member

Erica Keppers, RN, MS, PHN, Associate Director

WCPH

Member

Cindy Pederson, RN, MS, PHN, Director

WCPH

Member

Jennifer Westrum, MS, LP, Director

WCHS

Member

Introductory Meeting:
•

•

Cindy Pederson, Jennifer Westrum & Ryan Odden met in the Spring of 2020 to preliminarily
discuss the integration of the two departments. An initial brain storming session was completed
with the conclusion that a second meeting would be scheduled involving Commissioner Sheldon
Monson, Board Chair, as he is the liaison to WCPH.
Due to the impending retirement of the WCPH Director and the COVID Pandemic, no additional
meetings took place.
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Mission Statement of Wadena County:
The mission of Wadena County is to provide quality services to meet public
needs in an efficient, respectful, and professional manner.
Public Health

Human Services

Mission:

To protect, promote, and maintain
the health of all citizens at the
community level.

To help people meet their basic needs by
providing or administering health care
coverage, economic assistance, and a
variety of services.

Focus of Action:

Populations – all citizens within a
jurisdiction; the environment;
communities; systems

Children, people with disabilities and
older Minnesotans.

Types of Issues
Addressed:

Chronic disease prevention and health
promotion; communicable disease
prevention and control; bioterrorism
and emergency preparedness;
environmental health; family health;
assuring access to health care

Child protection, child support
enforcement, child welfare services;
publicly-funded health care programs;
services for people who are mentally ill,
chemically dependent or have physical or
developmental disabilities.

“Primary Prevention”

“Intervention for Protection”

Prevention, especially primary
prevention

Crisis intervention and treatment

State delegated 145A mandates;
allow for local control to meet
community needs.

State delegated; many mandates

Strategic Approach:

Authority/Mandates:
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Departmental Information
Wadena County Human Services
FTE Count: 57.4 Total Staff: 58
Administrative Structure: The agency is staffed by a six member administrative team including the
director, Jennifer Westrum, MS, LP. The director has five direct reports including the supervisors and
provides clinical supervision for agency staff.
UNIT

SUPERVISOR

NUMBER OF DIRECT
REPORTS

Administrative Services Unit

Amie Gendron

9

Behavioral Health Unit

Britne Haasch, MSW, LICSW

10

Child Protection Unit

Bobbe Anderson, LSW

11

Financial Services Unit

Deb Nelson

11

Home & Community Based Services

Cheri Dodds, LSW
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Wadena County Public Health
FTE Count: 12.8

Total Staff: 16

Administrative Structure: The agency is staffed by a two member administrative team including the
director, Cindy Pederson, RN, MS, PHN. The director has five direct reports including the Associate
Director and the contracted sanitarian.
UNIT

Environmental Health, Infrastructure
Health Services, Community Health

SUPERVISOR

NUMBER OF DIRECT
REPORTS

Cindy Pederson

5

Erica Keppers

9
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Materials Reviewed
Four of the five counties in Region V have an integrated Health & Human Services Model. The
integration of the two agencies, however, varies greatly from county to county. All four Health &
Human Services agencies have maintained an independent financial structure due to reimbursement
issues, the complexities of funding and revenue streams.
The committee reviewed the organizational structure of four counties’ integrated model. The
administrative structure of each county entity is outlined below.
COUNTY

TOTAL
EMPLOYEE
COUNT
(not FTEs)

Cass

104

NUMBER OF
AVERAGE
COUNTY
NOTES
SUPERVISORS SUPERVISEE POPULATION
COUNT
(Numbers are
inclusive of the
directors)
8

13

29,754/
26% MCE

Crow Wing

191

17

11

65,274/
21% MCE

Morrison

103

11

9

Provides
Home
Care/Veteran
Services is
also
included
Includes
Corrections

33,368/
19% MCE

Todd

111

9

12

24,665/
20% MCE

Wadena(HS/PH) 74/70.2 FTEs

8

9

Provides
Home Care

13,744/
26% MCE

MCE=Managed Care Enrollment
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Statewide CHB (Community Health Board) Structures include 22 single, 17 multicounty, 11 single
county human services board, and 1 multicounty human services boards. Organizational structures of
public health at the county/city level include 40 stand alone, 46 combined with Human Services, and 5
hospital contracts.

Wadena County High Risk Factors


The CDC Social Vulnerability Index (SVI) combines fifteens census factors into four theme areas
that summarize social vulnerability. It is used to help determine the extent to which the area is
vulnerable to disasters and overall Social Vulnerability combines all the variables to provide a
comprehensive assessment. Wadena County is in the highest 25% risk category for the three
theme areas of socioeconomic status, household composition/disability, and housing
type/transportation. We are in the lowest risk category for race/ethnicity/language factors.



The following is a sample of data points that show higher population risk (2019):
Wadena County
State
Population 25+ without HS or GED
People all ages at or below 200% poverty
Children under 18 in single parent households
Housing built before 1980
Child subject of maltreatment rate per 1,000
Unmarried mothers
Smoked during pregnancy
% on Medicaid during pregnancy
% of population age 65+

6.9%

9.4%

23.7%

37.8%

26%

29.2%

54.9%

63.1%

29.9

53.2

32%

38%

7.1%

20.3%

43.2%

60.9%

16.3%

21.3%

In a 2015 Wilder report, it was shown that 25% of Wadena County children 0-18 had no parent who
had employment. The state average was 3.4%, and the next highest county was 16%. Two counties in
the state have more than one out of three children under age six living in poverty. Wadena County is
one of those counties with 36% of our children in these dire circumstan ces. In this same report, the
county composite risk score including economic, health and family stability criteria was high risk.
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Co-location
The consensus of committee members is co-location is required for the successful integration of the two
agencies. Because the current building which houses WCPH would be too small for both agencies,
blueprints for the WCHS building were obtained.
Square footage of WCHS including the lobby, mechanical & lunch room: 14,061 sq feet
Workforce Center including the resource room & conference room:

2,839 sq feet

WCPH:

3,011 sq feet

While it appears that co-location would be possible within the current square footage of WCHS,
extensive renovation would be required. This would at a minimum include conversion of the upstairs
conference room to offices, conversion of downstairs offices to conference rooms, conversion of a
portion of the lobby to examine rooms, remodeling the clerical area and the creation of a storage area
for medical supplies/pharmaceuticals.
Remodeling estimates would likely be a minimum of $125.00/square foot for a total of $354,875.00. The
architect fees would likely be 10% of the project for a total of $35,000.00 for an estimated total of
$389,875.00.
The Public Health building was remodeled in late 2016 to 2018 at a cost of $189,487.61. The building
was a former medical clinic and the layout and functionality of the building fit well with staffing needs
and the clinic services provided, including services such as WIC, immunizations and health screenings.

Conclusions
Five Themes: Administrative, Financial, Process, Operations, Compliance/Performance Improvement
1. Administrative Structure





There is no standardization between the two distinct departmental operations which would lend
itself well to integration.
Both departments have a streamlined administrative structure based upon operational needs,
licensure and statutory requirements. Each position has unique responsibilities which support the
operations of the agencies.
Upon review of the four Health & Human Services organizations in Region 5, Wadena County’s
administrative structure is in line with the other agencies without reorganizing.
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The administrative structure within Human Services is relatively new. Organizational culture
changes typically require three years for full implementation. Wadena County Human Services
continues to establish processes which will likely lead to improved efficiencies resulting in cost
savings.
Wadena County Public Health has established itself as a long-standing community partner. The
agency has led the county through a national pandemic and continues to do so. Our public health
department is one of the smaller ones in the State of MN and is recognized as a leader within our
community.
There would be potential difficulties of integrating two agencies when one of the agencies operates
under a labor agreement and the other does not.

2. Financial
 The financial implications of undertaking an integrated model are uncertain. Through extensive
review of other counties as well as through discussions, fiscal savings are not guaranteed.
The financial implications of co-location cannot be absorbed into either budget.
 Renovation costs for co-location of the two departments are estimated to be $389,875.00.
 The committee was unable to identify cost savings which would support the integration of the two
agencies.
 Expansion of the parking lot may need to be explored if the two agencies are co -located due to the
number of staff and clients utilizing the services of the two agencies.
 The implementation of a complex organizational change such as combing two large departments will
likely result in thousands of dollars in staff time and hours that are not accounted for.
 The hidden rebranding costs of an organizational change such as this have not been computed. This
will include changing all managed care contracts, DHS agreements, MDH agreements, school
agreements, etc.
 For every one dollar we invest in prevention -focused initiatives, our health care system yields an
average of $5.60 in savings.

3. Process


Integration of the two agencies may present additional opportunities for combined efforts on car
seat clinics/safety, case management and grants. It was also determined that these types of projects
could occur regardless of integration.



It is important to remember that public health and human services are not the same. As outlined in
the table above, the missions, focus of action, issues addressed, approaches and authorities of the
two agencies are different. As noted in Comparison of Public Health and Human Services Data (2011),
the similarity in some of the populations served (e.g., low income individuals) has tended to obscure the fact
that these systems were developed to address very diff erent societal concerns. In fact, with the greatly
increased efforts in bioterrorism preparedness, environmental concerns, the emergence of new infectious
diseases and the reemergence of previously subdued infectious diseases, the differences among these s ystems
are larger than ever.
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4. Operations
 The financial operations of the two agencies are uniquely different. Federal reimbursement may be
negatively impacted with an integrated model.
 Displacement of and moving the Workforce Center may present unintended consequences for the
residents of Wadena County.
 While co-location is possible within the WCHS building, it may be cost prohibitive.
 Public Health is recognized as a Health Facility. During times of a pandemic, there are additional
measures which need to be taken that may discourage people from entering the building to seek
services from Human Services.
 WCPH provides proactive, evidenced based services. One of these programs is the Home Visiting
Program. Program outcomes from well-designed research in the two programs implemented
include child development and school readiness, child health, family economic self-sufficiency,
maternal health, positive parenting practices, reductions in child maltreatment, reductions in
juvenile delinquency, family violence and crime.
5. Compliance/Performance Improvement
 The agencies utilize different metrics for Performance Improvement in that one is regulated by the
Department of Human Services and the other by the Department of Health. This would make it
difficult to develop an integrated, comprehensive Quality Assurance/Performance Improvement
Program. It is through these types of initiatives that costs are lowered due to the implementation of
process improvement.

Anecdotal Comments from Staff

*Voice of the Customer

Interviews conducted by Renville County Public Health Director (2017) with 10 Public Health
Directors, 8 of whom had experienced Public Health/Human Services mergers stated:


Advantages included merger of MN Choices and managed care, use of public health billing and
quality improvement initiatives, and high regard for differing areas of expertise.



Disadvantages included erosion of public health budget and staffing e.g. from 25% at merger down
to 6-8%. This stated concern was the primary reason to not combine as well as existing ability to
work together without combining. Differences in staff size, loss of department’s visibility, difficulty
combining services with different focuses (e.g. home visits for prevention vs. child protection),
differing state mandates for services, merit systems issues, and the serving of some of the same
population but for services that differ vastly were voiced as concerns. Most of the professionals
interviewed believe that mergers of Health and Human Services have not benefited the community
or the county and that the Public Health mission, services, budgets, staffing patterns, public
perception, and prevention focus were negatively impacted by the mergers.
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